Grace Place Ministry Sheet
This ministry sheet is a step by step guide for Grace Place Groups, Gatherings,
and Churches. It can be used in a small group setting, adapted for larger
groups, or used as a sermon outline for pastors and teachers.

FELLOWSHIP & PRAISE REPORTS:
Fellowship is an important part of Grace Place! Spend time fellowshipping and getting
better acquainted with those attending. If it is just your family, spend this time listening
to each other! Be sure to introduce any guest or first time attendees. Ask those
attending to share a Praise Report of something good God has done during the week!

WORSHIP
Worship is at the heart of all Grace Place events. Worshipping together can be a wonderful experience for everyone! Use those in the
Group, or Gathering, that are musically inclined to lead, or use a Grace Place Worship CD and simply sing along! Encourage all to
participate in worship, either by singing, or simply enjoying a time of worship.

Symbols to help you with your Kingdom Life Bible Study:
BIRTHRIGHT
Truths That Never Change concerning:
1. The work of God & Christ in securing the Birthright
2. The Birthright given to every Child of God
3. The work of God & Christ in the Earthlife of every Child of God

E EARTHLIFE
Truths about Everyday Living while here on Earth

KINGDOM LIFE
Truths about the abundant results of
applying your Birthright to your Earthlife.

DO YOU NEED A BREAKTHROUGH?
By Valleta Lanier

Purpose: Do you need an ETERNAL LIFE BREAKTHROUGH, or an EARTHLIFE BREAKTHROUGH?
God is always ready to give you a BREAKTHROUGH , so you can experience KINGDOM LIFE!
Scripture Verses: Mark 2:1-12
Points of Discussion:

Seek the Breakthrough! How bad do you want it?

Read Mark 2:1-4. The lame man decided he was going to see k a breakthrough! He got help from four of his friends and
sought Jesus, the only one that could give him a lasting breakthrough.
 Can you share a breakthrough you need?
 Name some things that stand in the way of a Breakthrough.
 Do you know someone that needs a breakthrough? How can you help “pick up their pallet”?
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Find the Breakthrough! What kind of breakthrough do you need?
Read Mark 2:5-11. When the lame man came to Jesus, he found the breakthrough! But, it was MORE than he expected!
 What was the first thing Jesus “saw” in the five men?
 What was the first thing Jesus did for the lame man?
 Why do you think the scribes, or religious leaders were so upset?
 When Jesus healed the man, He said it was so that people could “see” His authority. Today, when someone
is miraculously healed through the power of God, what do people “see”?

Experience the Breakthrough! Are you ready to live in the breakthrough?
Read Mark 2:12. Very quickly four powerful things happened that showed that the lame man, his friends, and all around him
were experiencing the breakthrough!
 1. STAND OUT! He had ALREADY received eternal life and abundant life from Jesus. We call that
BIRTHLIFE! Now he had to stand out by taking a Step of Faith! Can you tell of a time when you knew Jesus
wanted you to take a step of faith, in order to experience your breakthrough?
 2. TAKE OUT! The man had to take up his pallet, and choose not to use it anymore! Once you have a
breakthrough, God wants you to take out anything in your life that will hold you back from experiencing a
breakthrough. What are some things that try to stay in your life? Why is it hard to let go of them?
 3. WALK OUT! The lame man had a new life! Now he had to learn to live in the New! Does “new” ever feel
uncomfortable to you?
 4. SPEAK OUT! When the people saw the real breakthrough, they all gave God glory! Why is it so important
to testify about the breakthroughs God has given to you? Can you share some now?
Kingdom Life Conclusion:
Thank you God, for your constant BREAKTHROUGHS in our lives! May we never take for granted the ETERNAL LIFE
BREAKTHROUGH, and may we always seek to walk in your KINGDOM LIFE BREAKTHROUGH!

PRAYER AND/OR MINISTRY TIME
Listen to the leading of the Holy Spirit and follow as He directs.
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